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Economic Analysis
Market moves

Index returns as at 31 March 2021

3 Months (%) 6 Months (%) 1 Year  
(% p.a.)

3 Years  
(% p.a.)

5 Years  
(% p.a.)

AUSTRALIAN EQUITIES 4.15 18.51 38.34 9.73 10.32

GLOBAL EQUITIES 6.15 18.59 48.70 12.06 13.16

A−REITS -0.56 12.61 45.37 7.92 5.96

GLOBAL LISTED PROPERTY 7.49 18.74 29.45 4.35 3.65

AUSTRALIAN FIXED INTEREST -3.22 -3.32 -1.81 3.98 3.46

GLOBAL FIXED INTEREST -2.53 -1.76 1.14 3.76 3.26

CASH 0.00 0.02 0.11 1.12 1.40

AUD/USD -1.25 6.09 23.93 -0.35 -0.15

MARKET INDICES: 
S&P/ASX 300 ACCUMULATION INDEX 
MSCI WORLD EX AUSTRALIA NR INDEX (AUD HEDGED) 
S&P/ASX 300 A−REIT ACCUMULATION INDEX 
FTSE EPRA/NAREIT DEVELOPED NR INDEX (AUD HEDGED) 
BLOOMBERG AUSBOND COMPOSITE 0+ YR INDEX AUD 
BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS GLOBAL AGGREGATE TR INDEX (AUD HEDGED) 
BLOOMBERG AUSBOND BANK BILL INDEX AUD
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Australian Equities
The Australian equity market experienced another positive quarter of performance 
to the end of March, delivering a 4.1% return as measured by the S&P/ASX 300 
Accumulation Index. The recent gains have contributed to a significant 38.3% return 
over the past 12 months, when the local market touched its cycle lows on 23 of March 
2020.

The quarterly return was led by the telecommunications, financials and consumer 
discretionary sectors, with key companies producing stronger than expected results 
primarily driven by cost control and margin expansion. The banks reinstated 
larger dividend payouts and material writebacks of their COVID-related bad debt 
provisions, signaling to investors increased confidence in their earnings outlook.

Long-term bond yields were up 77 basis points in response to stronger economic 
activity flowing through to a re-pricing of higher inflation expectations. In this 
environment, banks should benefit with improved earnings growth.

Very low levels of community transmission and the rollout of the COVID-19 
vaccine program have delivered a boost of optimism for investors, particularly 
sectors directly linked to the re-opening of the economy, in particular consumer 
discretionary, industrial and resources. A cautionary note: companies that have 
benefited from COVID-19 (e.g. Coles and JB Hi-Fi) will have significantly higher 
comparable sales to meet or exceed in upcoming result periods to maintain their 
share price gains.

The telecommunication sector gained 13.9% courtesy of merger and acquisition 
activity with Macquarie Infrastructure Group and Aware Super launching an 
indicative bid for Vocus, and further details on Telstra’s proposal to restructure its 
business model. Telstra’s restructure would split the company into four business 
segments, seeking to realise the value of the company’s infrastructure assets, which 
the market has responded to positively with some brokers upgrading their target 
prices.

Resources maintained their positive momentum with the global economic recovery 
continuing to gather pace. Miners including BHP (+9.6%) were driven by a resilient 
iron ore price and announcements of larger dividends at their recent February 
results. Within the Energy sector, Santos (+14.2%) and Oil Search (+10.7%) were also 
stronger performers as the Brent Crude price increased to US$64 per barrel.

Quarterly outlook
Navigating the 'new normal'
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Quarterly Outlook

S&P/ASX 300 TR Index three-year rolling returns (% p.a.) to 31 March 2021
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The value rotation has been in full swing since October 2020
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Information Technology was the laggard sector delivering -10% in the March quarter, 
with several companies not matching their high expectations (e.g. Appen in the 
recent results period). Investors are pivoting away from COVID beneficiary sectors 
IT and Healthcare, while shifting investor attention to cyclically exposed stocks and 
higher bond yields detract from the value of their long-term cash flows.

Value ourtperformed growth by 9.6% in the March quarter

The rotation out of growth into value sectors continued over the March quarter 
with the economic recovery starting to materialise with a lower unemployment 
rate contributing to stronger growth. Unless some unforeseen tail risk event occurs, 
it is expected that business and consumer confidence will rise, providing a clear 
indication of ‘normal’ conditions returning in the not-too-distant future.

Australian share index performance to 31 March 2021

3 Months (%) 6 Months (%) 1 Year  
(% p.a.)

S&P/ASX 300 TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (INDUSTRY GROUP) (TR) AUD 13.9 20.6 17.3

S&P/ASX 300 FINANCIAL-X-A-REIT (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD 12.1 37.7 46.6

S&P/ASX 300 CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD 8.9 21.0 74.2

S&P/ASX 300 INDUSTRIALS TR INDEX AUD 4.7 17.8 34.5

S&P/ASX 300 ENERGY (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD 3.3 30.2 44.7

S&P/ASX 300 MATERIALS (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD 2.7 19.0 56.9

S&P/ASX 300 CONSUMER STAPLES (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD 0.1 6.3 9.3

S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT TR INDEX AUD -0.6 12.6 45.4

S&P/ASX 300 INDUSTRIALS (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD -1.6 4.1 20.4

S&P/ASX 300 UTILITIES (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD -1.8 -7.2 -8.5

S&P/ASX 300 HEALTH CARE (SECTOR) TR INDEX AUD -2.2 -3.1 0.5

S&P/ASX 300 TR INDEX AUD 4.2 18.5 38.3

S&P/ASX SMALL ORDINARIES TR INDEX AUD 2.1 16.2 52.2

SOURCE: FINANCIAL EXPRESS

Quarterly Outlook
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The small cap segment of the market experienced a softer return outcome in the 
March quarter compared to its broad-cap counterparts returning 2.1% as measured 
by the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index, with mixed performances from the small 
resources index delivering -2.8% and the small industrials index gained 3.3%.

The Australian equity market is trading on a one-year P/E ratio of nearly 20 times, 
which is circa 30% above the long-term average of 14.5 times and prima facie looks 
stretched relative to history. However, based on the current environment, with policy 
and liquidity support underwriting economic activity for the foreseeable future, the 
market appears to be moderately expensive.

Outlook 
Presently, the Australian equity market is profoundly influenced by macro factors 
surrounding the management of Covid-19, with company specific fundamentals 
taking some form of a back seat. The unprecedented fiscal and monetary stimulus 
measures implemented over the past 12 months should continue over the medium 
term but gradually taper off on the basis that Covid-19 is well contained, and 
economic re-opening becomes a sustainable state of affairs.

While it is not expected to be smooth sailing, as the economy moves towards a solid 
recovery phase, the reflation trade is likely to occur with cyclicals benefitting on 
relative basis over long-duration growth companies.
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Global Equities
Global equities gained over the quarter, with the MSCI World ex Australia Index 
AUD up 6.0%. Investor sentiment was buoyed by the ongoing rollout of the COVID-19 
vaccine, where solid progress is being made, particularly in the US and UK. Further 
supporting markets was the passing of US$1.9 trillion in additional stimulus by 
the Biden administration. Bond yields continued to increase over the quarter as 
fears mount that massive fiscal and monetary stimulus programs, coupled with the 
normalising of the global economy, will induce runaway inflation.

The rotation from a growth-led market to value continued throughout the quarter. 
The MSCI World Value ex Australia NR Index AUD returned 11.0%, while the Growth 
counterpart returned 1.6%. The rotation is being aided by rising bond yields, which 
challenge the lofty valuations that have been assigned to growth assets. Investor 
appetite now appears to be turning to cyclical names that are likely beneficiaries of 
the ongoing inoculation drive and the reopening of the global economy.

The Australian dollar continued to strengthen during the quarter against most 
majors, excluding the US dollar, which benefitted from rising Treasury yields. The 
AUD fell 1.3% against the greenback during the first quarter of 2021. Despite this, the 
AUD has climbed 5.9% in the past six months and 26.6% for the year. The Australian 
dollar rallied against the Japanese yen (+5.8%) and the euro (+2.8%) during the 
quarter. 

US equities continued their rally from the previous quarter, which saw the S&P 
500 Index up 6.1% (in USD terms). The style rotation was strongly depicted in the 
performance disparity between the ‘old economy’ Dow Jones Industrial Index 
(+8.3%) and ‘new economy’ NASDAQ Composite Index (+1.8%) during the quarter (in 
USD terms). Within the S&P 500, the key driver of returns was the Energy sector, 
which performed well in the quarter (+29.5%), buoyed by rising oil prices amid hopes 
that demand will increase as the vaccine rollout continues.

Strong quarterly returns for the index were further aided by Financials (17.7%) 
and Industrials (12.9%). The move in US equities was supported by the ongoing 
vaccine rollout and the passing of another stimulus package by President Biden. The 
Democrats are preparing to unveil a US$2 trillion infrastructure bill, which will 
focus on job creation and traditional infrastructure spending. Biden has, however, 
proposed an increase in the corporate tax rate to 28% (from 21%) to fund the recent 
stimulus packages.

Quarterly Outlook
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European equities rose over the quarter with the MSCI Europe NR Index up 5.5% 
in local currency terms during the quarter. There were a wide range of contributors 
that pushed the index higher. Energy (+15.1%) and Financials (+14.3%) were the top 
gainers, continuing momentum from the end of last year, while Real Estate was 
the only sector to finish the quarter in the red (-2.2%). The flash manufacturing 
purchasing manager’s index (PMI) for the region printed at a record high for March 
of 62.5, with output and new orders increasing at a record rate (a number above 50 
signals an expansion in the manufacturing economy).

The rise in European equities and optimistic economic data came despite a sluggish 
vaccine rollout and fears of a third wave of the virus across much of the eurozone, 
sparking tighter restrictions. Only about one-tenth of the population in Europe has 
been vaccinated.

The MSCI Asia ex-Japan Index rose 4.1% during the first quarter and saw the index 
up 26.4% for the year. The rise was underpinned by strong gains in Taiwan, which 
was the best-performing country in the region, aided by gains from the technology 
sector. Hong Kong, Singapore and India all finished ahead of the broad-based index. 

MSCI World ex Australia NR Index three-year rolling returns (% p.a.) to 31 March 2021
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China continued to lag the index, with concerns remaining around potential policy 
normalisation as the economy recovers steadily from the pandemic. In addition, 
uncertainty surrounding potential regulation for some industries and ongoing 
geopolitical tensions continued to dampen investor sentiment in the region.

Outlook 
We have now passed the one-year anniversary of the March lows in equity markets 
from last year. The subsequent rebound in markets was initially fuelled by growth 
companies in technology and healthcare that performed well as the pandemic swept 
across the globe and strict lockdown measures were implemented in most countries. 
As vaccines continue to roll out globally, the rebound now appears to have shifted to 
more cyclical areas of the market that are expected to perform strongly as the world 
returns to ‘normal’.

The broadening of the recovery in equities would suggest that the market anticipates 
a successful global inoculation drive and a potential reopening of borders. However, 
the vaccine rollout has been slower than many had hoped, albeit with the US and the 
UK making strong progress. Issues with logistics, willingness of individuals to get 
the vaccine, potential side effects and mutations all pose risks to the vaccine rollout. 
Europe continues to struggle with the virus, as restrictions tighten across the region 
to slow the spread of a third wave. Sustained issues with the vaccine rollout are 
expected to damage investor confidence and jeopardise recent market optimism.

Movements in the rates market are likely to maintain their influence over equity 
prices. Despite the best efforts of central banks to reassure the market of their 
commitment to accommodative monetary policy, bond yields continue to rise. The 
market clearly has concerns that central banks will have to respond quickly to rising 
inflation and tighten rates sooner than anticipated. Inflation shocks are likely to have 
a dramatic impact on the equity market, particularly growth stocks.

Global share index performance to 31 March 2021

3 Months (%) 1 Year (%) 3 Years  
(% p.a.)

5 years 
(% p.a.)

MSCI AC WORLD NR INDEX AUD 5.97 24.04 12.39 13.51

MSCI WORLD EX AUSTRALIA NR INDEX AUD 6.33 23.55 13.16 13.67

MSCI WORLD EX AUSTRALIA NR INDEX (AUD HEDGED) 6.15 48.70 12.06 13.16

MSCI WORLD EX AUSTRALIA SMALL CAP NR INDEX AUD 11.16 45.39 11.83 13.91

MSCI EMERGING MARKETS NR INDEX AUD 3.63 27.28 6.73 12.29

SOURCE: FINANCIAL EXPRESS

Quarterly Outlook
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Cash and fixed interest
Australia’s unemployment rate sits at 5.8% as at February 2021, down 0.5% from 
January, and continuing its downward trajectory since October 2020. The main 
driver of the month’s movement was a significant decrease in the unemployment 
rates of the heavily populated states of Victoria and Queensland, which experienced 
falls of -0.7% and -0.8% respectively. The overall unemployment rate for the nation is 
now only 0.8% higher than in pre-COVID February 2020. Job vacancies increased by 
26.8% in the three months to February 2021.

This suggests that there is significant demand for labour that could continue to drive 
the downward trend in the unemployment rate. Vacancies are up for all sectors of the 
economy, except for Retail Trade, and Arts and Recreation Services, both of which 
were hit hard by COVID lockdowns. However, with the expiry of fiscal stimulus such 
as Jobkeeper and the Coronavirus supplement for Jobseeker, it remains to be seen 
whether the downward trend in unemployment will continue.

Australia’s inflation rate has been stubbornly below the RBA’s target band of 2–3% 
for several years now, but the 0.9% rate realised in 2020 was, even in this paradigm, 
exceptionally poor. However, economists are projecting an increase in inflation this 
year, driven by increased expenditure from households. The reasoning behind these 
expectations is households looking to spend the savings they built up over the last 
year, as the household savings rate grew from 5.3% in the December 2019 Quarter to 
12% in the December 2020 quarter. However, this inflationary spike is expected to 
be short-lived and over the next 2 to 3 years inflation is expected to remain below the 
RBA’s target.

Turning to the global situation, US GDP is projected to grow by 0.1% p.a. in Q1 
2021, which, while ordinarily a lacklustre result, is still a significant jump from the 
-2.4% p.a. figure from Q4 2020. Growth is then expected to ramp up significantly, 
with a vaccine-led recovery from COVID and extensive stimulus from the Biden 
administration expected to result in 12.2% p.a. growth in Q2 2021, and 6.2% growth 
for the year. This initial surge is anticipated to taper off, as growth rates slowly 
decline over the next ~2 years to the 2-3% p.a. figure that has become standard for the 
world’s largest economy.

The United States is experiencing similar movements in its employment figures, with 
the overall unemployment rate falling -0.2% to 6.0% in March 2021, far exceeding 
projections of an increase in the unemployment rate. The surprise change was led by 
businesses bringing back idled workers, with a particular surge in employment in the 
Leisure and Hospitality sector, aided by easing restrictions.
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Despite this movement, the US unemployment rate is still 2.5% higher than in 
February 2020, suggesting that while the current news is positive, the US still has 
significant progress to make for a full economic recovery from the pandemic.

China continues to be the preeminent winner considering its relatively robust growth 
numbers, albeit having tapered after the rebound in economic activity in the first 
half of 2020 which filtered through GDP prints. Forecasts point to more modest QoQ 
growth of 1.3% for 1Q 2021 relative to the prior quarter’s growth of 2.6% indicating 
a reversion from the more abnormally large figures in Q2 2020. Notably, the first 
quarter of 2021 holds Chinese New Year which sees a bump in spending compared to 
typical levels, with the first two months of 2021 showing 33.8% growth in retail sales 
showing some robust confidence from Chinese consumers.

Eurozone GDP forecasts continue to remain negative for Q1 2021 with economists 
pointing to a -1.0% decline across the bloc. Accounting for the 1Q 2021 forecast, this 
points to an overall contraction of -2.2% YoY which is a slightly better revision when 
compared to the February forecast of -2.4% YoY growth. It is no mystery as to why the 
Eurozone appears to be a global laggard with respect to growth when considering the 
continued struggle of handling the pandemic over a year on since its commencement. 
However, this has only compounded the already-prevalent issues of the zone, 
effectively handing the respective governments another puzzle to solve.

Australia and New Zealand 10-year government bond yields
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US, UK and Germany 10-year government bond yields
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Italy, Spain and Greece 10-year government bond yields
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Australian cash and fixed interest 
The Australian sovereign yield curve (‘AUD Curve’) continued to steepen through 
the quarter, as measured by the spread (yield differential) between the Australian 
Government 10-Year Bond Yield (‘AGB10Y’) and the Australian Government 2-Year 
Bond Yield (‘AGB2Y’), (‘2s10s’). The 2s10s has seen a widening of 80.6bps since 
the end of December, finishing the quarter at a spread of 169.7bps, which has been 
primarily driven by an 83.6% increase in the AGB10Y Yield across the quarter to 
March 2021.

As illustrated in the prior Investment Outlook Report, the AUD Curve’s steepening 
has been driven by a multitude of factors. Though, the rise in the AGB10Y has also 
been recently buoyed by expectations of an increase in the cash rate prior to the RBA’s 
stated 2024 target, as measured by interest rate futures which can be used to deduce 
probabilities of future rate hikes/cuts and the respective implied policy rate. 

However, the rise in the AGB10Y Yield is also partially explained by continued 
growth in inflation expectations, commonly referred to as “breakeven inflation”. This 
is shown via the Australian 10-Year Breakeven Inflation Rate (‘10Y Breakevens’), 
which is measured as the difference between the nominal yield of the AGB10Y and the 
real yield of the Australian Government 10-Year Inflation Linked Bond (‘ILB10Y’). 
This measure peaked at 222bps in early-March and has since ended the quarter 
at 210.7bps, an increase of 35bps, however, it is pertinent to note that real yields 
continue to remain negative, with the yield of the ILB10Y sitting at -31.2bps. 

More importantly when considering the overall changes in both the steepness and 
level of the curve, both have risen over the quarter due to significant moves in longer-
dated government bonds. However, given the RBA’s explicit 3-Year Government Bond 
Yield Target of 10bps, the “short end” of the curve has effectively been “pinned” to the 
floor in a bid at reducing short term funding costs for institutions.

Whilst the RBA notes the rise of the “long end” of the yield curve, their 
announcements have indicated a firm stance in relation to the official cash rate 
remaining at its current level until a sustained rise in inflation. The RBA has briefly 
acknowledged a temporary rise in inflation “due to reversals in some COVID-19 
related price reductions” however, they note that “underlying inflation is expected to 
remain below 2 percent over the next few years”. Considering the latter, the market 
continues to price rosier times ahead, more than what the RBA contends. 

Quarterly Outlook
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While a rise in yields is potentially a welcome sign for economic conditions 
ahead, the inverse is that they also represent higher borrowing costs for market 
participants such as corporations and governments. For investors, the rise in yields 
has represented significant losses considering the magnitude of the shift across the 
curve, especially when considering the duration (interest rate risk) attached to longer 
dated bonds. Typically, duration is one of the more difficult risks to trade for bond 
managers. Furthermore, as yields rise so does their attractiveness relative to other 
asset classes such as equities and hybrids. 

On credit, over the quarter this saw many indices record significant losses, some of 
which were the largest experienced in years. For the three months to 31 March 2020, 
the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr returned -3.2%, AusBond Credit 0+ Yr 
returned -1.45%, AusBond Credit FRN 0+Yr returned 0.08% and AusBond Bank Bill 
Index returned 0.0 %.

Generally speaking over the quarter, credit spreads remained relatively stable albeit 
some minor movement whilst government yields rose.  Considering the duration risk 
inherent in benchmarks which are predominantly comprised of fixed rate coupon 
bonds, these indices are those most affected in the event of yield curve movements, 
whilst those with floating rate coupons are typically insulated from such movements 
and hence, the positive return on the AusBond Credit FRN 0+Yr Index.

Global fixed interest 
Globally, sovereign government yield curves saw similar price action to Australia 
with many developed markets such as Germany, Italy, UK, US and Canada adding 
significant yield across varying maturities. Most notable was a 928.1bps    increase 
across the UK Sovereign Curve. Significant movement also occurred in the 10-Year 
maturity band of major issuers: US (+82.6bps), Canada (+88.1bps), UK (+65.1bps), 
Australia (+66.5bps), New Zealand (+82.7bps), Japan (+7.1bps) and Sweden (+36.2bps). 

Predominant steepening has occurred across the respective curves mentioned above 
which continue to be driven by similar factors to those outlined in relation to the 
Australian curve. Much like the RBA, the Federal Reserve has also acknowledged 
a potential temporary rise in US inflation and a continued willingness to tolerate 
overshoots of their target prior to considering an increase in the Federal Funds 
Target Rate.

Quarterly Outlook
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The potential rise is inflation is partially noted as a result of flow on effects from 
Biden’s USD$1.9 trillion stimulus package which was passed in early-March. As 
a share of GDP, the US stimulus package represents approximately 27.1% which 
falls behind only Japan when compared on the same measure. Markets have thus, 
continued to price in a renewed economic boost as a result of fiscal measures and as 
such, futures which represent the implied future Federal Reserve Funds Rate have 
begun to anticipate potential rate hikes sooner than indicated by the Fed. 

Eurozone markets saw relatively in-line price-action with many economies within 
the bloc adding yield to their 10-year bonds, Germany (+28.1bps), France (+30bps), 
Italy (+12.6bps), Portugal (+19.9bps), Greece (+24.2bps) although concerns still 
remain pertaining to the Eurozone’s handling of COVID which has seen many 
member states continue to grapple with continuing waves. 

Australian fixed interest three-year rolling returns (% p.a.) to 31 March 2021
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Credit 
Investment Grade credit as measured by the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Credit 
Index, added 37bps of yield and returned -3.25% for the quarter. The index saw a 
decline in credit spread (excess yield gained over a similar-duration government 
bond) from 93bps to 87bps. However, whilst spread compression contributed 
positively, overall price declines within the index due to material rises in government 
yield curves accounted for most of the negative return over the quarter.

While there have been concerns for some time about the increasing size of the 
corporate debt pile, serviceability remains reasonable given lower borrowing costs 
for issuers. As such, Credit Default Swap (‘CDS’) spreads which are “the cost of 
insurance” against a credit default, have ended the quarter roughly in line at 51bps 
with the beginning of the quarter’s 50bps level. Historically speaking, spreads at the 
same time in March 2020 during the height of the COVID selloff were at 116bps, a 
contraction of 65bps to current-day spreads. 

Global fixed interest three-year rolling returns (% p.a.) to 31 March 2021
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High yield credit, as measured by the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield 
Index, returned 0.85% over the quarter to March. The credit spread for the index 
contracted by 51bps over the quarter to finish at 308bps, the lowest level since late-
2006 whilst CDS spreads on US High Yield widened by 16bps which can be partially 
attributed to differences in index composition and reference obligations covered 
by HY CDS. Investor sentiment within the market continues to remain optimistic 
as shown through spread narrowing, with the flow on effects from Federal reserve 
action in the prior year contributing positively in the way of implicit market support 
and a borrower-friendly backdrop. 

Emerging markets 
The past year has seen a strong showing for Emerging Market bonds, with the JP 
Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Global (USD) (JPMEMBI) up 15.5% over the 
12 months to 7 April 2021. Emerging market yields also saw rises over the quarter 
with the rise in yields being a catalyst for the -4.1% YTD return for the JPMEMBI. 

In recent weeks, a major topic of discussion has been Turkey as yields rose by 
more than 400 basis points following President Erdogan’s dismissal of the central 
bank chief, Naci Agbal on the basis of his rate rise which was deemed “too fast” by 
Erdogan. His replacement Sahap Kavcioglu, has in the past expressed that there is a 
linkage between high interest rates and high inflation, a view that directly opposes 
mainstream economic theory, but Kavcioglu has denied claims that he will be 
lowering rates in the short term.
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Property
Australian and global property markets 
In the March quarter 2021 Australian property securities lost ground (S&P/ASX 
300 A-REIT Index -0.5%) to the broader Australian equities index (+4.3%), although 
a stronger March almost made up for a poor first two months of the new year. 
Conversely, global property securities – AUD hedged (+7.3%) outperformed global 
equities – AUD hedged (+6.1%) during the first quarter of 2021.

Debate in global property markets is now focused on office markets and how the 
global pandemic may have changed demand for office space on a permanent basis. In 
Australia, the immediate impact has seen CBD office vacancy levels rise in Sydney 
and Melbourne from 3.0–4.0% to around 8.0–9.0% over the year to January 2021.

Net absorption for Australia overall has reduced from +50,000 sqm in the six months 
to January 2020 to -90,000 sqm in the latest six months to January 2021. Sub-leasing 
levels have spiked as tenants with longer leases look to offload spare capacity. While 
face rents have remained largely unchanged, incentives have jumped to over 35% 
compared to around 25% pre-pandemic, dampening net effective rents.

While the return to work in CBDs is progressive, there is a growing realisation that 
more flexibility to allow working from home arrangements is both possible and 
desired. As corporates plan ahead and leases come to an end, already there is demand 
for core space plus an option for a flexible amount. Landlords will also need to ensure 
that buildings provide good quality space (including high environmental ratings) 
with facilities being upgraded in line with social distancing requirements.

While there will be some requirement for more space per person, it is likely that 
the trend for more flexible space and working from home arrangements will drag 
on demand while the world works its way through this pandemic. Given there is the 
possibility of more pandemics in the future, the outlook for office space will have a 
higher degree of uncertainty. A bright spot is medical and life sciences office space, 
where demand has been boosted by pandemic conditions.

Healthcare property continues to evolve with limited listed opportunities in 
Australia but increasing activity in unlisted funds. The highlight during the last 
quarter was the bid for Australian Unity Healthcare Property Trust by Canadian-
based NorthWest Healthcare, with two conditional bids being rejected by Australian 
Unity as significantly undervaluing the patiently accumulated portfolio (December 
2020 value was $2.4 billion) plus the ongoing development potential.

Quarterly Outlook
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Heavily sold off early in 2020, retail property REITs have had bursts of recovery 
during the last six months as investors reacted to a vaccine-led recovery. Food and 
necessity-based shopping centres have continued to trade well and remain in demand 
by investors. Shopping strips and malls with a high proportion of discretionary 
spending have been hard hit, and owners face a period of readjustment in tenant mix 
and rentals. Nevertheless, in countries where lockdowns have lifted, foot traffic has 
rapidly returned to the ‘fortress’ shopping centres.

A surprising area of strength is the residential market in Australia and some other 
parts of the globe where the COVID-19 response has been well handled (e.g. New 
Zealand). The combination of the RBA announcing that interest rates would stay 
low for a number of years and a shortage of supply in the secondary market has seen 
prices escalate quickly. This seems at odds with the underlying economic conditions 
in Australia where government income support (i.e. JobKeeper) has now ended and 
banks require mortgages to be serviced after a brief hiatus for those in need.

market as these factors take hold and supply increases. Developers of primary 
housing stock will reap the benefits in the near term, although the apartment market 

20% lower than the pre-pandemic level. While values in regional and coastal areas 
have reacted to the work from home trend, this is also a reflection of relative value 
compared to the capital cities.

The residential rental and manufactured housing sectors are well developed 
internationally and have shown their resilience with a high proportion of recurring 
income from a multitude of tenants, although these sectors are not immune from 
some impact of a pandemic. Student housing is a good example, where travel 
restrictions have seen international student occupancy at very low levels. Longer-
term trends of demand for high quality education should see these businesses recover 
in due course.

Property subsector winners include the industrial and logistics and data centre 
sectors as growth continues off the back of accelerating trends towards e-commerce. 
However, pricing of assets in this area has become historically expensive and 
investors need to tread carefully to ensure the properties have tenants that are tied 
in not only by long leases, but by specialised fit-outs (preferably tenant funded). 
Similarly, hotels and lodging earnings are set to benefit as intra-national travel 
restrictions are eased and are dependent on how international travel patterns pan 
out.

Quarterly Outlook

is softer as demand is weak (no international buyers or renters) and rentals are about 

We expect some stabilisation to occur in pricing for the secondary housing 
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A key positive that remains in place is low interest rates globally, which are having 
the impact of maintaining investor demand and underpinning tight market 

view that these policy settings are artificially low, and as inflation resurfaces, bond 
rates and borrowing costs will rise (the US 10-year rate rose from 0.72% in October 
2020 to 1.85% at the end of March 2021).

At this stage, REITs remain reasonably geared and investors should steer away 
from companies starting to push these boundaries. At the same time, highly priced 
property groups with components of funds management and development earnings 
can be vulnerable to a reversal of asset values.

Global infrastructure markets 
During the March 2021 quarter global infrastructure securities (AUD hedged 
+5.1%; unhedged +5.4%) slightly underperformed the broader global equities – 
AUD hedged (+6.1%) benchmark, continuing the trend evident since the COVID-19 
pandemic hit markets a year ago.

Australian and global property three-year rolling returns (% p.a.) to 31 March 2021
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capitalisation rates (apart from discretionary retail assets). We maintain the 
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Despite some European economies going back into lockdown, the outlook for user-
pays infrastructure for the second half of 2021 is improving on the level of vaccine 
rollouts across the globe. Bond rates have picked up with expectations for growth 
being revised upwards.

In the United States, the Biden administration’s US$2 trillion American Jobs Plan 
was unveiled (in addition to the US$1.9 trillion stimulus package approved by 
congress), with an emphasis on jobs supported by infrastructure spending, especially 
those with a clean environment flavour. The spending is forecast over an eight-year 
period, partly funded by increased taxes (termed ‘pay-fors’) over 16 years.

As with the previous administration, the need to upgrade old infrastructure has 
been recognised, but the legislation targeted for August 2021 may change or not be 
passed at all. If approved, infrastructure stocks in sectors such as road, rail, airport, 
water, power generation (wind, solar and battery storage), power transmission and 
communications towers are likely to be beneficiaries.

Air travel within nations that have eased restrictions has begun to recover, although 
international movements remain limited. In Australia, the government has 
subsidised airfares on selected tourist routes and the response has been immediate. 
The resumption of Trans-Tasman flights and talk of another ‘travel bubble’ with 
Singapore are encouraging. However, the expected recovery to 2019 passenger levels 
for domestic is 2023 and international passenger levels is 2026.

Meanwhile, underlying valuations of airport assets are calculated using long-
term assumptions and have therefore not been significantly written down due to 
the current very low levels of earnings. The market prices of Sydney Airport and 
Auckland Airport have steadily recovered from the lows of 2020 (-45%), boosted 
by the positive developments in vaccines and travel movements, but are still -20% to 
-30% below pre-pandemic prices.

Energy infrastructure stocks in North America were also good performers during 
the March quarter 2021, being viewed as beneficiaries of the expected recovery. 
Enbridge, for example “has experienced substantial recovery in its oil throughput 
in their pipeline systems and is expected to fully recover by year-end as refinery 
demand normalises.” Cheniere “should benefit from an improving LNG contracting 
environment following the strong cyclical recovery.”

Rail stocks were also underpinned by these market sentiments. Of note in March 
2021, Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) and Kansas City Southern (KCS) announced 
a merger to create the first rail network connecting the USA, Mexico and Canada.

Quarterly Outlook
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